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It is difficult to not be immediately captured by the rhythmic, percussion-like arrangements she weilds

from her guitar, while surfing the undeniable sounds of her strings with an incredibly persuasive and

touching voice. 10 MP3 Songs FOLK: like Ani, FOLK: Power-folk Details: To follow the musical trail

Antara and her music have already left behind her, you'd have to travel from her hometown of Cincinnati,

to the global metropolitan epi-center of New York, onto the cobblestone streets of Boston, and to the

countless venues across New Hampshire and Massachusetts Antara frequently appears at that are rich in

artistry and musical performance. As many of the greatest musicians of our time do, Antara began her

sparkling perfomance career by including herself in groups of other talented artists. Fotasynthesis and

Not Nuns are just two of the bands Antara's musical talents have earned her a ticket into over the last ten

years. Now, Antara is realizing the creative power of one, as a solo performance artist who's music

widens her audience base in every new place she plays, and welcomes familiar fan faces back home

when she gratefully returns to venues and communities that have helped to make her musical endeavors

seem so worthwhile. Antara's contemporary folk sound draws upon a wide variety of musical influences,

from just about every genre of music imaginable. It is difficult to not be immediately captured by the

rhythmic, percussion-like arrangements Antara wields from her guitar, while surfing the undeniable

sounds of her strings with an incredibly persuasive and touching voice. Antara confidently dips into her

garden of songs, and emerges with a rich harvest of topics that include love, loss, redemption, righteous

anger, social commentary, produce isle stalkers, and magical coffee fairies. It is undeniable that the

season's fruit has never tasted quite as good as the music of the talented folk songstress, Antara. It is our

hope that you enjoy her music as much as we do.
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